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General information

Classes and labs:

I Semester 2, weeks 3-5, weeks 6-7

Lectures (and workshop):

I Wednesday 3.10-5pm, JCMB 5326 (week 7: 1-3pm)
I Wednesday 5.10-6pm, JCMB 5205

Computer lab sessions:

I Friday 10-12noon, JCMB 3210



General information

Assessment:

I 50% course work (2 practical assignments)
I first handed out in week 5
I second handed out in week 7

I 50% exam (answer 2 out of 3 questions)

Suggested text:

I James, Witten, Hastie and Tibshirani, An Introduction to Statistical Learning,
Springer, 2013

I Available for free from http://www.statlearning.com/

http://www.statlearning.com/


Why you may want/not want to take this course

I The course will touch on a few areas of biomedical applications
I diagnostics, prognostic
I genetics
I pharmaceutical and biotechnology

I There will be a lot of emphasis on prediction problems
I how to predict future outcomes
I models can be applied to other sectors (financial, banking, etc)
I our models are limited to interpretable models

I It requires a lot of programming:
I become proficient with the R programming language
I deal with dirty data, resolve inconsistencies, attention to detail
I reproducible research



An intersection of disciplines

I Epidemiology: study and analysis of patterns, causes and effects of health and
disease in defined populations.

I Study design
I Data collection
I Understanding of biases (selection, survival, etc)

I Statistics:
I Modelling and analysis of data
I Formulation and formal testing of hypothesis
I Making inferences about the population of interest accounting for randomness

I Informatics:
I Data management and analysis pipelines
I Specialized algorithms (sequence alignment, etc)



I Machine learning
I Discovering and exploiting structures in the data
I Making efficient use of the available data
I Extensions to high-dimensional datasets

I Genetics:
I Understanding genetic variation, genes and heredity in organisms
I Genetic differences within and between populations

I Biology and medicine:
I Understanding of biological processes, causes of diseases or pathologies (etiology)
I Interpretation and translation of results into clinical practice



Introduction to Biomedical data

We will talk a lot about data in this course. Let’s start with some definitions.

I The purpose of most studies is to collect data to obtain information about a
particular area of research.

I Data comprises observations on one or more variables.

I Data are obtained from a sample of individuals which represent a population of
interest.

I In the vast majority of cases, all individual have an outcome variable (also called
dependent variable or response variable) which defines the endpoint of the analysis.
This leads to the problem of supervised learning.



Research questions
Data analysis has the objective of answering a well-defined research question.

I association: is there any relation between X and Y ?

I causation: does X cause Y ?

I discovery: among many Xi , what helps us in understanding Y ?

I prediction: knowing various Xi , how can we predict Y ?

The question we are interested in defines all other aspects of a research project:

I study design
I data collection
I statistical approaches
I interpretation



Types of biomedical data

Data can be consented if patients agreed to enter a specific study, or unconsented
otherwise: use of unconsented data has additional limitations and privacy issues.

I Patient information: date of birth, sex, date of study entry/exit
I Routine medical data: height, weight, blood pressure, cholesterol levels, medications

used
I Specialized laboratory data: proteins, lipids, metabolites, glycans, imaging
I Genetic data: genotype or sequencing
I Gene expressions and epigenetic data (DNA methylation)



Types of variables
Covariates of a model are also called exposures in epidemiology. They may represent an
individual attribute, a behaviour, an event, an enviroment exposure, etc.

I Quantitative:
I Discrete: typically counts (number of cigarettes smoked, number of visits to a GP)
I Continuous: height, weight, cholesterol

I Categorical:
I nominal: sex, ethnic origin, blood group
I ordinal: disease stage, degree of pain

Sometimes the distinction is a bit blurred: age is a continuous variable, but effectively it
may be analysed as discrete.

A quantitative variable may be summarised into categories which have use in clinical
practice and policy guidelines.



Example: stages of chronic kidney disease

Renal function can be well assessed in terms of glomerular filtration rate (GFR). This is
difficult to measure, so instead this is usually estimated from other easy to measure
quantities (eGFR).

There are two main formulas, MDRD4 and CKD-epi, which both estimate the patient’s
eGFR from serum creatinine, age, sex and ethnicity.

eGFR is used to describe the severity of chronic kidney disease (CKD) according to the
following classification:

I eGFR >= 90: normal
I eGFR ∈ [60, 90): mild
I eGFR ∈ [30, 60): moderate
I eGFR ∈ [15, 30): severe
I eGFR < 15: kidney failure



Types of derived data

Some types of variables may be derived from others:

I percentages: patient’s lung function
I ratios: body mass index (BMI) is calculated as weight / (height)ˆ2
I scores: summary measures derived from an existing model or equation or responses

to questions (risk scores, polygenic scores, visual analog scores)
I any/ever classification: use of any antihypertensives, ever smoker



Data is dirty

Data is dirty, noisy and messy, and biomedical data is particularly so:

I Manual intervention: data entry by GPs or nurses

I Sources of data are varied: data collected from cancer registries, death records,
study cohorts, leading to inconsistencies between sources or echoes (multiple copies
of the same record appearing at slightly different dates)

I Sources may change over time: different doctors/nurses performing measurements,
changes in laboratories that perform analyses, policy updates

I Errors in linking data: patient identifier mismatches, naming conventions for
variables



Data is dirty II
I Choice of unit measures or different equations (eGFR calculated according to the

MDRD4 formula or the CKD-EPI equation)

I Coding of variables: binary variable coded Yes/No vs 0/1 vs TRUE/FALSE,
smoking as Never/Ever or Current/Ex/Never

I Different standards across countries (even differences between Scotland and
England), eg. index of deprivation, date formats

I Unreliable information: answers to specific questions (dietary habits, smoking,
alcohol consumption) or badly designed questionnaires

I Medication data: prescribed drugs vs cashed-in prescriptions vs adherence, dosages,
drug eras



Data is dirty III
I Loss of precision or data corruption when inserting data: storing a floating point

value in an integer column, inputting a string into a numeric field (in MySQL this
may get converted to 0)

I Problems at data extraction or transmission, file format inconsistencies (handling of
commas in a CSV file)

I Missingness in data: data not recorded, lost data, patients moving, new variables
being recorded after the start of the study

I Censoring: values below or above a detection threshold for technologies used in
laboratories, or patients leaving a study before reaching an endpoint

I Different conventions for missing/censored values



Example: coding of missing/censored values

High-throuput technologies such as mass spectrometry (MS) may use different codes
(often lab- or technology-specific) to report failure, censoring or other conditions:

I sample amount was insufficient: “ns”, “nsl”, “QNS”
I technical problem of lack of output: “NR”
I values are below the limit of detection (the instrument is not able to detect their

presence): “BLD”, “LLD”
I values are above/below the limit of quantification (the instrument can detect them

but cannot assign a confident measure to them): “BLQ”, “<LOW>”, “<50”,
“<Min”, “<HIGH>”, “>186”, “>Max”

Often a “comment” column is appended to further explain or amend what is reported in
a numerical field (“No sample”, “Not measured”, “Amount is too small or analysis”,
“Technical problem”).



Outcome variable

The quality of statistical inferences and predictions depends strongly on the quality of
the covariates used in the model.

However, the choice and quality of the outcome variable is as important, as it’s strictly
connected to the research question being addressed.

The outcome of a study is any defined disease, state of health or health-related event,
and it’s often one of the most valuable parts of a dataset.

This can be obtained from various sources:

I Medical records (routine check-ups, hospital records, etc)
I Biological measurements (blood samples, etc)
I Diagnostic procedures (radiography, ultrasound, etc)
I Questionnaires or interviews



Types of outcomes

I Binary: whether or not a patient reaches a certain endpoint (death, occurrence of
disease, progression to a certain stage of disease)

I Categorical (or ordinal): when there are more than two groups of patients
I Continuous: the measured outcome can take any values (within a certain range)
I Survival: length of time for a patient to reach an endpoint (years of life)

Binary and categorical outcomes lead to classification problems, while other outcomes
lead to regression problems.



Choice of outcome

The choice of the outcome variable depends on the research question that we want to
address.

In some cases we have a hard endpoint (death, stroke, etc). However, hard enpoints may
develop slowly or be relatively rare, thus require observation of large cohorts for a long
time.

Therefore often one may desire to study a surrogate endpoint: define a biological event
or summary measure to be used as outcome.

This is the problem of the choice or definition of the phenotype.



Example: CKD stages and rapid progression

What coulde be used as rapid progressor phenotype?

I dichotomize change in eGFR within a certain time interval
I worsening in eGFR category within a certain time interval
I continuous outcome based on trajectories of eGFR (slopes)
I dichotomize slopes at a certain threshold



Phenotype considerations

The choice of phenotype is one of the most important in an epidemiological or clinical
study.

Changes in definition of a phenotype may lead to differences (also large) in results.

The quality of the phenotype measured has direct implications on the quality of the
results, especially in terms of their reproducibility and application to clinical practice.

Binary vs continuous outcome; time to event outcomes; subjective factors that
contribute to an outcome; discovering surrogate variables to be used as outcome.



Data preparation I
Several phases are required before data can be used in a statistical analysis.

I Data extraction
I from files: tab separated, comma separated (CSV), Excel files
I by querying a database

I Data alignment
I merging various sources of data (joining on patient identifiers)
I merging of cohorts (joining on variable names and variable conventions)

I Data cleaning
I Coding of variables
I Correction of clearly wrong inputs
I Creation of additional variables (age from date of birth, BMI from height and weight)



Data preparation II

I Data exploration
I Plotting of data
I Detection of outliers or other problems in the data

I Imputation
I Completing the dataset by filling in missing data when possible
I Based on educated guesses, simple assumptions or models

I Data transformation
I Correction of skewness
I Standardization
I Rank transformation

Note that some of these steps are done concurrently and iteratively.



Exploratory data analysis
The very first step of any analysis is to familiarize with the dataset. We need to know
how much data we have, what each variable contains and if it is plausible.
Plotting data is a powerful way of accomplishing all of this.



Identifying problems in the data

Problems in the data should be identified and addressed before analysis.

As dataset sizes grow and become more complex, also spotting issues in the data
becomes a harder and more onerous task.

However, some sort of outlier detection is more reliable with larger sample sizes rather
than with small ones.



Example: problems in the data



Approaches for continuous variables

I Determine ranges and sort values for each variable: this allows to identify obvious
input errors

I Histograms and boxplots of individual variables

I Consistency checks: age vs diabetes duration

I Scatter plots of related pairs of variables (eg: height and weight)





Approaches for categorical variables

I Tabulations: this allows to spot unexpected categories (due to typos or invalid
subsetting of the data)

I Cross-tabulations of related pairs of variables (eg: albuminuria categories vs CKD
stages)

I Stratification: create disjoint subsets of the data (strata) according to relevant
categorical variables (sex, age bands, study origin)



What to do with problems in the data

I Transform a continuous variable into categorical (or ordinal)
I Ignore or remove a variable with all identical values
I Set an outlier value to missing (then re-imputing it) or to one of its extremes (min

or max observed value)
I Remove the sample
I Amend the data analysis approach: adjust for problematic variable in models,

stratify analysis, run sub-analyses with/without problematic data

Be careful about removing or correcting outliers, as they may be the key to a new
discovery!



Missing data

Until now we have made the simplifying assumption that the dataset at our disposal is
complete.

In virtually all real-world datasets, however, there will be missing data, that is not all
values are fully recorded for every single variable in the dataset.

The approach to handle observed and missing data depends on the reasons why data are
missing.



Missingness map



Reasons for missingness

In some cases data is missing due to the fact that some variables are not applicable to
all samples (certain data may only be meaningful for patients of a certain age, or a given
sex).

But it may be missing for other reasons:

I data not measured
I data not recorded or lost
I patients moving (data censoring)
I new variables being recorded after the start of the study
I information that could not be retrieved or obtained for logistical reasons or data

sharing restrictions
I removal of outliers or implausible values



Mechanisms of missing data

Missingness completely at random: if the causes of the values being missing are
independent both of the observable variable and of latent (unobservable) parameters of
interest. In this case there are no systematic differences between missing and observed
values.

Missingness at random: if the missing values are fully explained by observable variables.

Missingness not at random: the value of the variable that is missing is related to the
reason of its being missing and this is not observed. Even after accounting for the
observed data, systematic differences remain between missing and observed values.

Unfortunately, the data itself cannot tell if missing observations are completely at
random, at random or not at random.



Handling missing values

There two main strategies for dealing with missing values:

I discarding observations with at least one missing value: this leaves the so called
complete dataset (complete case analysis).

I replace the missing values by imputation: an estimate of the missing value is
obtained using the values that are observed in the dataset.

Before attempting either approach, the pattern of missingness should be checked for
associations with the outcome (missingness not at random).

Either approach is problematic if the number of missing values is large: this should be
ascertained variable by variable, and in many cases it’s preferable to drop a variable with
large missingness before dropping any samples.



Simple imputations

If missingness in a variable is limited and there is no association between a value being
missing and the outcome of interest, then one of the following simple imputation
approaches could be adopted:

I replacing the missing values by the mean or median (for continuous variables) or
the mode (for categorical variables)

I last value carried forward: this can be adopted for variables that are recorded
longitudinally

I imputation at random according to the marginal distribution of the variable (often
in a multiple imputation setting)



More complex imputation schemes

For datasets with larger missingness, more sophisticated approches are advisable. One
such approach is to build an imputation model to reconstruct the missing values in one
variable according to what is observed in a set of other variables.

An imputation model should:

I account for the missingness mechanism
I preserve the relations in the data
I preserve the uncertainty about these relations

When such a process is applied recursively over all variables with missing values from
different random initialization, the scheme is called multiple imputation by chained
equations (MICE).



Further reading (optional)

A good and approachable paper on imputation of missing data in a medical setting is
the following:

I J.A.C. Sterne, I.R. White, J.B. Carlin, M. Spratt, P. Royston, M.G. Kenward, A.M.
Wood, J.R. Carpenter, Multiple imputation for missing data in epidemiological and
clinical research: potential and pitfalls, BMJ (2009)

For more details on MICE, see:

I I.R. White, P. Royston, A.M. Wood, Multiple imputation using chained equations:
issues and guidance for practice, Statistics in Medicine (2010)


